
One thing to watch out for in the deeper water is it may look clear and clean on the
surface but it can be dirty underneath I find that happens a lot down in the bay islands
when we have the big tides the water can look nice and clean but it is rather dirty on
the bottom so if you're not having any luck with the clear plastic, Don't be afraid to put
on a darker colour and have a few casts and see if this may change your luck.
So remember this is just a guide to starting off with some basic colours when you get
the confidence in those colours don't be afraid to start experimenting with different
colours because slight differences in plastics colours can make the difference between
catchingfish and not catching fish.

When using hard bodied lures the principles are the same pick the right lure to get down
to the depth where the fish you are targeting are and the same with the colours dark
water dark lure , clean water clear lure. I just like to point out that these techniques work
in my area where I fish in other areas other people have different techniques that work
best in those areas so dont be afraid to take other people's advice in the areas that they
fish in. One thing I like to do is go fishing with other people in different areas and learn
new techniques and bring them home and give them a go in my local area I'm amazed
howmany times some of these can pay off.

Always remember with all lure fishing ,have the right equipment the right Lure for the
fish you are targeting ,the right colour lure search for your fish and put in the time
,persistent is the key if you do everything right the results are defiantly worth the effort.

If you like to join me on a charter phone 0433 732 310 or checkout
www. Moreton Bay Charters.com.au
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I've had a lot of guys coming on board lately asking the same question "what colour
plastics do I need to use because when I going into the tackle shop there are so many
different colours to choose from". Well my answer is always the same start off with
some basic colours for the different colour of water that you are fishing in and when you
have confidence in those colours then you can try different colours and start
experimenting with all the different coloured plastics on the market. So I have some
simple rules on how I choose the colour and type of plastic that I'm going to use when
I‘m fishing in my areas.

First thing what species am I going to target lets say I am targeting flathead we have to
work out what type of Plastic we are going to use I prefer 4 inch paddle tail.
Next is jig head size this is determined by the depth of water and current you are fishing
in. The areas that I fish for flathead it's only about a metre deep and not a lot of current
so I use 1/8 or 1/4 oz size jighead with a 2o hook.

Now to the colour of the plastic I have a basic rule that helps me determine what colour
plastic I'm going to use and it is simply thewater colour so if the water is dark and dirty I
use a dark coloured lure this could be a dark green or even a brown. As the water clears
up then I'll change the colour of my lure if the water is reasonably clear I'll go to a
pumpkin seed And as it gets cleaner and clearer I'll go to a clearer colour, so if I'm on
some nice white sand and Clean water and I'm chasing flathead I'll actually use a plastic
that is nearly completely clear With a bit of gold fleck through it.
Now let's say I was chasing species such as snapper, Sweetlip, Jew ,Trevally etc I go
through the same process again.

When I'm chasing these species I prefer to use a four or 5 inch jerk shad style of plastic.
Next just as I said in the above jighead size this will be determined by the depth and the
current that I am fishing in so this can range from a 1/8 oz up to a 1/2oz And the size
hook is determined by the size of the fish you are targeting I like a 3o or 4o if you're
targetingbigger fish you might want to go up to a 5/o
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